
  
 

Year 12 Summer Tasks 

Task  Details 

Monologue Over the summer you will write a monologue in the style of a 
practitioner (That you have researched in the booklet) and perform it in 
our first lesson back. Choose one of the Practitioners you like and 
perform within that style of theatre. 
Your choices of titles are: 

 “I just wasn’t expecting it” 

 “The limelight” 

 “ I just saw green” 
 

We will discuss this in our transition session 
 

Practitioners You will have the attached booklet for practitioners, you are to research 
each one and fill in with as much detail as possible 
(This is where you will choose a practitioner, to perform your 
monologue in their style, from.) 
 

Written 
challenge 

You will look at the script extract (below) From Accidental Death of an 
Anarchist by Dario Fo and write a 400word essay that shows how you 
would Direct the scene. 
 
60Word intro on genre and style of performance- possibly link to a 
practitioner 
280 Words on Directing: Think not only about your actors but costume, 
lighting, setting and staging. 
60- Words on Conclusion - maybe think about staging here? 
 
 
To hand in ALL at the start of September 2018 
 

  



  
 

Dario Fo's Accidental         DEATH        OF       AN           ANARCHIST  

 
Act 1 Scene 1 
 A normal room in central police headquarters. A desk, large cabinet, some chairs, a 

typewriter, a telephone, two doors, an open window From the window we hear a large angry 

crowd. 

SUSPECT sits calmly in front of the desk.  

SERGEANT stands near the window, looking out, though careful not to show himself to the 

mob. Pause. 

 

 SUSPECT. The demonstrators appear to be rather tense today. 

  

SERGEANT. More than tense. I would say they've been incited. 

 

SUSPECT. By whom? 

 

SERGEANT. The unions. Those people in the streets are workers on to protest that they've 

been fired or evicted. 

 

SUSPECT. And why do they always demonstrate here at police headquarters? Right there, 

under the main window? 

 

SERGEANT. It's always the same story. We're always caught in-between. It's only one week 

since that anarchist we were interrogating jumped out the window. 

 

SUSPECT. That window? But it's only two stories up. 

 

SERGEANT. Another window - upstairs. On the fourth floor. (He walks away from the 

window.)SUSPECT. Oh.(The INSPECTOR hurries in, with a file in his hands.) 

 

INSPECTOR. (entering) My apologies. I'm running a bit behind this morning. Sergeant, what 

the hell is that window doing opened? 

SERGEANT. I'm sorry, inspector. (He goes and closes the window - noise ends.) 

 

SUSPECT. The room seemed a little stuffy 

 

SERGEANT. I wasn't talking to you Just sit down and shut up. 

INSPECTOR. (going through file) Now let's go to your problem. It's obvious from your record 

that this isn't the first time you've been arrested for disguise. I see you've passed yourself off 

twice as a surgeon . . . true or false? 

 

SUSPECT. You should know how thin the line is between truth and lies, inspector. 

 

INSPECTOR. (upset) Please! Once as a pediatrician. 

 

SUSPECT. (To SERGEANT ) Can I help it if I like kids? 

 



  
 

INSPECTOR. ... three times as a bishop, once as a naval engineer.... So in all you've been 

arrested - two and one are . . . three. Three and...SUSPECT. Would it help if I loaned you my 

calculator?(INSPECTOR takes out a Chinese abacus and quickly adds up the sum.) 

 

INSPECTOR. No thank you. It comes to . . . eleven times And this makes twelve. What do 

you have to say for yourself? 

 

SUSPECT. Yes, twelve arrests, but please notice that I've never been convicted. My record is 

clean. 

 

INSPECTOR. I guarantee we will mess it up this time. The indictment states that you 

impersonated a psychiatrist, professor from the University of Padova. Don't you know you 

could go to jail for assuming a position under false pretenses? 

 

SUSPECT. A sane person could, but I couldn't. I am licensed to be crazy. See here, I have my 

complete clinical file with me. Sixteen times institutionalized - and always for the same 

reason: "histromania": from the Latin 'histrones', which means, of course, "actor". See, I can't 

stop myself from playing roles - and as you can tell I've already developed a rather rich 

repertory. Of course, inside a theater this would be considered quite normal. but unfortunately 

I am more into real-life acting and I draw my company from real people - who don't know 

they're playing roles. Which, by the way, is a good thing, as I don't have the money to pay 

them. I did apply for a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, but unfortunately 

Reagan cut the whole budget for dance and theater. An actor who hates the theater. It's 

terrible. 

 

INSPECTOR. So you are supported by your actors. You have them by the neck. 

 

SUSPECT. I don't have to do anything. They're just always there when I need them. 

 

INSPECTOR. It says here you actually charged a hundred thousand lire for one appointment. 

 

SERGEANT. What a con man! 

 

SUSPECT. The normal fee for any self-respecting psychiatrist . . . for one who has studied 

the same profession for sixteen years. 

 

INSPECTOR. Fine, but when did you ever study, anything? 

 

SUSPECT. Why, I studied for twenty years in sixteen different mental institutions. 

examining thousands of insane people like myself, day after day, and at night too. Because I, 

unlike normal psychiatrists, slept with them - sometimes standing up with two others, 

because there are never enough beds. Anyway, look into the matter, and you'll see if I didn't 

make an absolutely perfect diagnosis of that poor schizophrenic, the one I was indicted for. 

 

INSPECTOR. The twenty thousand lire were absolutely perfect too! 

 

SUSPECT. But Inspector, I had to charge him that much, for his own good! 

 

INSPECTOR. Ah, for his own good. It was part of the treatment? 



  
 

SUSPECT. Of course. If I hadn't taken that twenty thousand from him, do you suppose that 

poor man and especially his family, would have been satisfied? If I had charged him five 

thousand, they undoubtedly would have thought, "This must be a second-rate doctor maybe 

not even a real M.D..; he's probably just out of medical school, a beginner." This way, 

instead, as soon as he received my bill they were all dumb-founded. They wondered: who on 

earth can this be? The eternal father? And went off as happy as larks. They even kissed my 

hand . "Thanks so much, doctor" . . .and wept with emotion. 

 

INSPECTOR. You really know how to tell a story. 

 

SUSPECT. But these aren't fibs, Inspector. Even Freud said that tidy fees are the most 

effective remedy, both for the doctor and the patient! 

 


